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Ficha viaje

Horse riding Holidays - A Day in the Mountain (1 day)

Horse Riding in the Territory of the Wolf and Wild Horses. If you
are looking for a different ride, in one of the most beautiful natural
landscapes, the Geres, and the territory of a large predator, the
mythical wolf, this is the ideal Holiday Package for you. For 1 to 5
riders at a time. In this way we provide an intimate, safe and well-
managed riding holiday for you.

Resumen del viaje
A Day in the Mountain (1 day)
If  you´re already an experienced rider,  we will  leave for the ride in the morning.  The Castro
Laboreiro plateau is our destiny. A natural area of a vast unique shared by wolfs and the pony. We
pass herds of Garranos who live in freedom, we follow the traces left by wolves and learn how they
live and how we can identify the signs of their presence. With the largest concentration of megalithic
monuments in the Iberian Peninsula, the plateau de Castro Laboreiro will spice to our adventure
with nature and history. Lunch will be in the form of picnic, provided by our logistics, and will
consist of local products. This tour will be for you what ever is for us, wonderful.

Prices 2012 per Person (Euro):  1 day - 75 euros ( lunch - 1)
Country: Portugal 
Place: Peneda-Gerês National Park
Group Size: Maximum 5
Pace: All
Tack: English
Horses: Lusitano and Garrano breed
(Both are Portuguese breeds)
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Itinerario ampliado

Horse Riding in the Territory of the Wolf and Wild Horses

If you are looking for a different ride, in one of the most beautiful natural landscapes, the Geres, and
the territory of a large predator, the mythical wolf, SunwebTravel is thinking of you!

In support of acceptance of the Wolf by local people and continuing our work of spreading this
species, we invite all interested in nature conservation to enjoy in our company, the habitat of the
great Iberian Wolf. We will make trips on horseback and walking, one or more days in which we will
cover the territory of the Wolf and observe the signs of their passage.

Let´s cross dense oak woods, go through groves of birch, natural shelter for roe deer and wild boar,
through patches of chestnut and holly trees inhabited by squirrels, jays and orioles and rest along
the cliffs which can be seen eagles and some rare species of crows.
Visit Fojos (ancient stone traps to catch the wolf, man-made in unusual places) and talk about the
history and legends surrounding this species. And who knows, we may be treated to the sound of the
most spectacular nature - the howl of the Wolf.
This national park is home to two most endangered species of mammals that’s the Iberian Wolf and
the wild horses namely from the race called Garrana.

National Park Peneda-Gerês(PNPG)

The PNPG is about 70.000 hectares protected area positioned at the border of Portugal and Spain
adjoining the park of Xurês of the neighbouring Spain
Located in a mountainous region with the altitude differing between 700 Mts and 1500 Mts.
It has varied habitats which includes dense oak forest and high granite mountain landscape. This
national park is home to two most endangered species of mammals that’s the Iberian Wolf and the
wild horses namely from the race called Garrana.

Incluido

What to Expect

Fit, healthy and happy horses individually matched to each person.●

 
Beautiful horse rides in magnificent scenery through rivers, valleys, hills, forests and traditional●

Portuguese villages.
 
High quality accomodations in local hotel●

 
The most competitive holiday price.●

 
Small riding groups●

 
Great homemade food and wine and wonderful atmosphere●
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No Incluido

Hoteles
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